
CCFD –Terre Solidaire , a Catholic development movement  in France has been a supporter of 
migrant issues in Thailand for many years. CCFD provided invaluable support to MAP and our 
partners in Tsunami Action Group(TAG) to assist migrant workers affected by the tsunami.  

This year, CCFD invited their partners in Thailand, MAP, Foundation for Education and Development 
and Kachin Women’s Association of Thailand to do a speaking tour during their Lenten campaign. 
For Christians, Lent is a time of reflection, prayer, fasting, and sharing the precedes the Easter 
celebration.  Each year, CCFD organize a solidarity development education campaign and fund 
raising during the Lenten.  

I was selected to represent MAP in France and joined 40 others partners from Africa, Latin America, 
Asia, Middle east and Eastern Europe. It was a great experience not only to have the chance to visit 
France for the first time, but to experience that there are so many people around the world that care 
to make it a better place.  

It was also great and fun to be able to overcome language barriers together with my translators and 
be able to tell the story of migrant workers from Burma in Thailand and the hard situation they face 
here.  The CCFD volunteers who  work with immigrants in France and I could  exchange our 
experiences and  ideas which was inspiring for me.  

Personally it was really encouraging, that everywhere I made presentations I was met with great 
hospitality and interest. For example it was great to see kids and teenagers in the schools realizing 
that not all children have the same opportunities as they have and that we need to help. It was also 
great to give them some idea of real life here and that Thailand is not only golden pagodas and 
sandy beeches. 

For me this trip was an important part of the work that we do to help people and make a difference. 
I already have many opportunities through my own education and I want to work with migrants 
from Burma to provide better opportunities and as Community Radio Manager I can ensure that 
MAP provides up to date, accurate information to migrants that can help them avoid being exploited 
– everybody deserves dignity. I hope my trip will help us to continue that work.  

 

 



 

 



 


